
Pebbles & Petals Ritual
Step-by-Step Guide

C R O S S R O A D S  H O S P I C E  S O C I E T Y

If you are accompanied by others, ask them to do so as well. Allow the
individual to choose whether to name their release out loud, or keep it to
themselves.

If you are accompanied by others, ask them to do so as well. Allow the
individual to choose whether to name their lightness, or keep it to
themselves.

1. Bring your Pebbles & Petals Remembrance Ritual Kit to a serene
location near a source of water (e.g.: lake, ocean, river).

2. Take a moment to close your eyes, or soften your gaze, and breathe
deeply as you look upon the water. Notice how the water ebbs and flows,
creating waves that ripple and soften, much like grief. 

3. Think of the person you are honoring. Bring them into the present
moment by acknowledging the love you have for them in your heart. If it
feels right, you may try picturing them beside you.

4. From your Remembrance Ritual Kit, hold the pebbles in your palm.
Feel their weight. Consider what may be weighing on you in your grief
journey, that you would like to release. When you have it in mind, toss
your pebble into the water and watch as it sinks to the bottom, taking
with it that which no longer serves you.

5. Next, gently gather the flower petals in your hands. Feel how they
softly and tenderly lay in your palm. Consider what bring lightness and
love to your heart, that you would like to keep bringing forward in your
grief journey. When you have it in mind, release the petals onto the
water, watching as they float effortlessly alongside you.

6. Take a moment and breathe deeply. Allow emotions to surface as they
may. When you return home, you may write your person's name on the
plantable heart and plant it somewhere you would like to see it grow.


